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theres a sequel to this game, called moonwalker ii. its actually just a mild retcon, because the original game doesnt really feature an ending. moonwalker ii was a very short game, and it actually had the first ever 3d platformer level. plus, jackson apparently has an arm now, which makes the choreography and dance moves much more interesting. but, that was a
long time ago, and i have no idea why they decided to make a sequel to this game. i wish they just made one of the first games, instead. the whole thing is just kind of weird. this video isnt really about the game, but i just had to put it here. as strange as it is, i actually really love this movie. i was convinced it was a trailer for the sequel to the michael jackson

moonwalker video game, and i was horribly disappointed when it turned out to be something else. i like the intro music, and its kind of funny watching the jackson impersonator get jealous of the real michael. im not really a huge fan of this movie, but if youre the type of person who likes stuff like this, youll probably like it. its weird, but its worth a look. if youre a
fan of moonwalker, youll probably like this movie. its strange, and its actually kind of fun. if youre not a fan, you might want to try it out, but i would say youre better off just playing the game, since youd get the same satisfaction and experience. its weird, but its kind of fun. this movie actually features the same dance move i reference above. the moves jackson

does can be performed with the right timing and performed on the right surfaces. but jackson is still the main character here, so we have to put up with a lot of silly antics.
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he also has the useful ability to turn into a wolf, so he can climb walls as a wolf and catch enemies from above. and of course, he can float with the help of the moon in the sky. this game is so much more cinematic than the nes moonwalker, which was just all action-platforming. the other thing is that the game has a great sense of humor. after the first few levels,
you get a lot of text from jackson that acts like a game over screen, explaining how to do something youve already done or played. sometimes it even gives a hint of what you are going to do next, like when it says: "you will be walking through a tunnel. use your moonwalk skill to open the door." it also has all the mj quotes, like "i have the best job in the world"
and "hey..i wanna be a space man". the game has a lot of "oh look, there goes that guy" jokes, like when you are collecting money from the cash register of a supermarket. another funny moment is when a guard in a garage asks you to open the garage door, and then adds "hey.you are the one who knows how to use all that moon walkin' stuff right?". you see,

michael jackson is the first of many "real" mj video game characters that i will feature here on the site. he doesnt take up much screen time, but i had to make sure i included him to see what hes like in a video game. you have to rescue the five children in each level of the game, and your enemies dont stop you until theyve all been saved. you also have a limited
number of special moves you can perform in each level, which are determined by how the children are situated on the stage and how well youve performed in previous levels. this game is a blast. i finished it within a couple hours, and i loved the game so much. it was so simple, yet so fun and entertaining. it reminded me so much of the original super mario bros..
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